Abstract. We followup on a suggestion from Bullo and Lewis [I] concerning the importance of geometric homogeneity for mechanical systems. It is shown that controllability results for a large class of mechanical systems with drift can be recovered by considering a class of nonlinear dynamical systems satisfying certain homogeneity conditions.
Introduction
Mechanical control systems form a large and imponant subclass of nonlinear control systems. Besides their practical utility, mechanical systems also have inherent structure that simplifies their analysis. Determining controllability for nonlinear control systems is in general quite difficult. Sussmann , Bullo and Lewis demonstrate that geometric homogeneity is behind much of the siniplifications. They further argued that geomelric homogeneity should he a fruitful avenue of further study for nonlinear control systems. This is especially true given that analogous controllability results have subsequently been found to hold for alternative approaches to mechanical control systems [4, 5 , 61 . This paper develops the concept of geometric homogeneity for vector bundles and demonstrates how geometric homogeneity is the connecting link to all of these seenungly related results.
Section 2 reviews and develops homogeneity for application to homogeneous control systems. These methods are used to extend the configuration controllability theorems of Lewis and Murray to a generic vector bundle in Section 3. These results are applied in Section 4 to various control sytems evolving on vector bundles. As all of the instances have been studied in the literature, the analysis demonstrates how they all may be placed within a common framework.
Geometric Homogeneity and Vector Bundles
Geometric homogeneity has been used in various studies of nonlinear dynamics and control. Controllability results often use dilations [ relevant ideas concerning geometric homogeneity in a more systematic manner. We first review relevant concepts and terminology from differential geometry [lo] .
Vector Bundles. A (differentiable) fibre bundle (Q: T . MI f ) consists oE ( I ) a differentiable manifold Q called the total space (configuration space), (2) differentiable manifold A4 called the base space, (3) differentiable manifold F called the fibre, and (4) a surjection R : Q + A4 called the projection, together with compatibility conditions that will not he discussed. The fibre F is diffeomorphic to ~-' ( q ) , where q E A4. Given a fibre bundle T : Q + A4, a section U : A4 + Q is a smooth map satisfying T o , T = idnr. The space defined by the collection of all sections on the fiber bundle Q is denoted by r(Q). It is itself a fiber bundle.
A vector bundle ( E , T , M 1 V) is fiber bundle whose typical fiber is a vector space. Given a vector bundle x : E 4 A<, the zero section, denoted by 00, is a smooth mapping which maps points in the base space to the zero vector,
As a vector space, the image of the zero section A4 x { 0 } is isomorphic to the the base space, Ad. The dilation operator satisfies (5,)' = JPt. Corresponding to the dilation is its infinitesimal generator, A, a vector field on E. In a local trivialization, the generator is,
An alternative to the dilation operator exchanges the additive property of the dilation with a multiplicative one,
Our working definition of homogeneity follows 
(6)
This locally defined trivial connection will be evaluated on the zero section according to the local controllability tests to be defined. Horizontal vectors are isomorphic to vectors on the tangent bundle of the base space via the bundle projection, Tn..
The notion of homogeneity extends to vector fields via A.
Under the trivial splitting of vector fields into horizontal and vertical, the dilation vector field has the following properties, 
where Y is homogeneous of orderp.
2. X v is in I -I correspondance with 'PIift, where
This is analogous to the discussion following Eq. (3.1) in [I] .
The Jacobi identity implies a symmetry of the following bracket construction.
Corollary 3 If X, Y E X ( E ) are vertical ips, then
[X: [r? Y ] ] = [Y, [r, X ] ] ,
f o r any r E X ( E ) .
Via Corollary 3, the (2,1)-tensor [., [r, .] ] may be used to define a symmetric product for lifted vector fields.
Definition 7
The symmetric product of lifted vector fields using the vector field r E X ( E ) is defined to be,
We will simply write ( X : Y ) without reference to the vector field r when the context is clear. The symmetric product was originally derived and defined using the Riemmanian or affine connection structure of simple mechanical systems [12, 31, and is known to be derivable from the description above. The symmetric product, therefore, can be used in a more general setting. What is critical to simple mechanical systems is not the symmetric product alone, but the homogeneous structure implied by the Lagrangian framework fmrn which such systems are derived. The homogeneous structure will imply that it is only Jacobi-Lie brackets with a structure similar to the one above that will be imponant from both control theoretic and dynamical systems perspectives. This is made more explicit through the use of a gradation.
Gradations of Homogeneous Spaces. Define the vector subbundle of homogeneous order k to be
} .
Propositions 2 and 6 imply that:
P, = {a}, VI; < -1. Accordingly, we may define the following union of homogeneous spaces,
which inherit the properties of its constitutive sets, ( I ) [Mi,Mj] c Mi+,, and (2) Mi = { 0 ) , V z c -1. It can be seen that M-1 = P-1, meaning that it is the most "basic" nontrivial space. Consequently, the spaces MI; form a gradation. For the systems that we will study, the vector field r is restricted to not exceed homogeneous order 1, e.g. r E M~. Therefore, (XI!" : ~1 ; " )~ E M -~ is again a lifted vector field. Most importantly, this implies that the symmetric product commutes with other lifted vector fields. 
Control of Dynamical Systems
This core section of the paper develops the main controllability results for I-homogeneous systems. We first review basic definitions for controllability of nonlinear affine control systems, as well as free Lie and symmetric algebras. Subsequently, the configuration controllability theorems analogous to those of Lewis and Murray [3] are presented.
We focus on nonlinear control systems in affine control form,
where f E X ( E ) is the drifr uectorjeld and the ga E X ( E ) The remaining subsections develop sufficient conditions for STLCC in our extended homogeneous context.
Configuration Controllability revisited
Here, we extend the work of [3] from simple mechanical control systems to the broader context of 1-homogeneous control systems. The resulting conditions apply to an enlarged class of systems, and reproduce many known results on controllability of mechanical or nonlinear affine control systems. The content and structure found in Snssmann [2], and Lewis and Murray [3] , is assumed familiar to the reader. We develop our ideas using the same language and construction.
The standard control form will be rewritten as,
where XS E X ( E ) is the drift vector field, the Ytft E X ( E ) are control vector fields, and the ua are inputs, for a = 1 . . . m. The vector fields must obey the I-homogeneity requirements. We consider the case X S E PI @ P-I c M I , which covers simple mechanical systems plus additional mechanical systems'. Consequently, X S can be written2 as,
lift x S = r -z ~ where r E PI and Z"" E P-I. The control vector fields must satisfy Ytft E 'El, as implied by the fact that they are
lifts.
In what follows we will relate the control system (11) to free Lie algebras. Sussmarm's work has demonstrated that much progress can be achieved by examining an algebraic abstraction of the control system. By placing the two descriptions in bijective correspondance, properties of the free Lie algebra translate to properties of the original control system. Geometric homogeneity fits within this algebraic realization; we need only examine how bracketing affects the homogeneous order of elements of free Lie algebras. 
The smallest Lie subalgebra of the Lie algebra, X ( Q ) , is the set of vector fields on Q generated by repeated Lie brackets of elements in V . This Lie subalgebra, which will he used for small-time controllability results, is generated by the free Lie algebras previously described.
Let X and V be in bijective correspondence via the bijection, where the products,. , correspondto Jacohi-Lie brackets. The smallest Lie subalgebra of X(Q) containing V , is the image ' T h e h l l c a e X~ E M~c a n b e f o u n d i n l l l ] .
'The m i n u sign in X s = r -Zlif' is an anifact of the simple mechanical systems paradigm, and comes fmm the Euler-Lagrange equations.
of Ev(4) (L(X)), which shall be denoted G ( V ) and called the involufive closure of V .
When evaluated at a point, y E Q, the homomorphism Evq(4) maps L ( X ) into TqQ. The sets in bijective correspondence will be X and V = and the X, will map to Ydift for a = 1 . . . m, and X,,,+l will map to Z"", all elements off RI. T h e link between the two sets, X and X', will be discussed shortly.
Define the following notation, { r, yyft>. . . ~ yift: z"" }. NOW, x0 will map to r E p1,
is the set of elements in B r ( X ) whose degree is k, whereas Brk(X) is the set of elements in B r ( X ) whose relative degree is It. 
B~~( X ) U B T -I ( X ) .
Then B is f h e f n i f e sum ofprimifive brackets. 
(.) c B r ( X ) . Suppose that
B' E B r ( X ' ) , then given that X maps onto X ' , it is possible to write B' as a R-linear sum of elements in B r ( X ) . These primitive elements define the set S(B').
for^' E B~( x ' ) .
B € S ( B ' )
Intuitively, the element B' E B r ( X ' ) is converted to a sum of elements in B r ( X ) by replacing XA with Xo -X,+1 and equating X: with X, for a = 1 . . . m, then using the multi-linearity of the iterated Jacobi-Lie bracket to obtain a sum of Jacobi-Lie brackets, which comprise the set S ( B ' ) c 
B r ( X ) .

X ( E ) . When evaluated for P E S ( Y ) , at a point z E E, the map that results, denoted by Ev($), is Evz($)(P) ( E v ( $ ) ( P ) ) (16)
Consequently, the symmetric closure may be defined 10 be the image under the free symmetric algebra, 
= Im (Ev(I)(S(Y))).
(17)
Properties of and Computations with the Free Symmetrie
Algebra The set used to create the free symmetric algebra, Y, is really a subset of X , the set used to create the free Lie algebra. By definition of the product used in the free symnietric algebra, its properties translate to the appropriate subset of the free Lie algebra.
Observation 4 [ I / ] Suppose that B is a priinitive. I f B E Br-1 ( X ) , then B E S ( Y ) .
This observation is analogous to Lemma 5.6 parl (i) of [3] .
Free Algebras and Homogeneity:
Here we relate the algebraic property of relative degree to geometric homogeneity, and examine the consequences. 
T h e n E v ( 4 ) ( B ) ( O q )
= Oforallq E Q. Proof: The relative degree gives the homogeneous order of the resulting vector field. When evaluated on the zero section, homogeneity of order 1 2 1 implies that the result is the zero Lemma 4 Ler 1 2 2 be on integer; and let B E B r -, ( X ) .
Then E v ( $ ) ( B ) = 0.
Proof: For 1 2 2, the space only contains the zero vector
The homogeneous structure of the nonlinear system implies that only the brackets that reside in PO cE P-I when evaluated on the zero section of E, will give contributions to the controllable Lie subalgebra. The homogeneous structure also implies that the brackets of P-1 will be vertical elements, and the brackets of Po evaluated on the zero section will be horizontal elements, using the trivial connection. Lewis examined the svucture of simple mechanical systems to refine this idea for configuration controllability. In particular, only the brackets in the homogeneous space B T -I ( X ) can result in bad brackets. The search for bad brackets is reduced to examination of the symmetric products only. Define $ to be the bijection Y = { X I , . . . , X,+I } ++ Y . This theorem was proven for the case that E = TQ, and is precisely the theorem that will he recreated for a 1-homogeneous control system evolving on a generic vector bundle Configuration controllability will imply controllability of the base space, M , of the vector bundle, E.
Conditions for Configuration Controllability
Up to this point, we have given and proven the analogous theorems derived in [3] for use within the context of 1-homogeneous control sytems. Consequently, all of the theorems concerning configuration controllability may now hold for these homogeneous control sytems without modification of the proofs from Lewis and Murray [3] . As configuration controliahility analysis occurs on the zero section of T E , we need some preliminary results characterizing the zero section. 
Lemma 5 Let
U~E Z + C~~( V I ) .
O l d
c"er(V') = uk,Z+cE(uo.
All of the fundamental work to prove the following statement has been completed. Configuration controllability tests may now follow. In this section, we will take various known analyses of controllability for choices of the vector bundle E .
Proposition 11
The Taneent Bundle. Let E = T M . In a local trivia = 1 . . .m.
The term X,+l evaluates to the vector field Z"" which cannot occur on its own, it is part of the drift vector field. The reDlacement maD resDects this fundamental fact. Define the ~. function 6 to map B r ( X ) into B r ( X ' ) , then finally into L ( W . Essentially, all of the calculations drop to T M , resulting in computational and notational reductions, precisely as emphasized by Lewis [IO] . There exists a bijection between linear symmetric connections and sprays (an affine connection and its related Christoffel symbols form such a bijection); see [9, IO] .
Therefore, controllability analysis of any second order vector field such that XS E (PI CB P-l) is of this type.
The Cotangent Bundle. Controllability analysis can be performed on the cotangent bundle just as easily as on the tangent bundle. A notable exception is that the identification of the horizontal and vertical tangent spaces of T ( T ' Q ) with the covector bundle T'Q is not made. Analysis on the cotangent bundle is useful for Hamiltonian systems, although we are unaware of any research that studies how the Lie-algebraic structure of Hamiltonian systenis may be used for control. does not suffice for all types of mechanical systems.
